

Fire Dancing

	Male Snake Totem Shaman
	Grade 2 Initiate Spirit Dancers
	Human, Blond Hair, Blue-Green Eyes
	Karma	7
	Lifestyle	medium
	Money	21,000 nuyen 


ATTRIBUTES

	Body			2 (6)
	Quickness		5 (9)
	Strength		2 (6)
	Charisma		6 (10)
	Intelligence	6 (10)
	Willpower		5 (9) 
	Essence		6     
	Magic	    	8 +7 (allies) (15)
	Reaction		5 (9) (13) (+4d6)
						(20 points of karma expended on
                              attributes)
SKILLS

	Conjuring					5 (7) (+2 for Grade)
	Magical Theory (shaman/design)7 (9) (+2 for Grade)
	Military Theory 		    §3
	Negotiation                  §5
	Psychology                   §5
	Sorcery (spellcasting)		6 (8) (+2 for Grade)
	Stealth (urban) 			3
	Spirit Sword			     4 
	Yamaha Rapier  			3
						(6 points of karma expended on
						skills)
LANGUAGES

	City Speak	1
	English		7
	Icelandic		7  (centering skill)
	Spanish	    §4
	Ute		    §5


CYBERWARE

	None (note goggles with gamma induction tap)


CONTACTS

	Snake Shaman turned Lawyer/Fixer (buddy)
	2d6+6 Gang Members/Squatters (gang)
	Ute Tribal Chief 
ALLIED SPIRITS (10+14+15 points of karma)(39 points total)

0Earthfire				(all allies)
Initiation Ally			Charisma		10
	Force 2, Sorcery 6		Intelligence	10
	Sense Link			Willpower		 9

1Needfire
Initiation Ally
	Sword Shape Physical Manifestation (Str+Force)M1
	Force 2, Sorcery 6
	Analyze Truth  2
	Detect Enemies 2 (extended range)
	Detect Life    2
	Spell Lock Analyze Truth (force 2)
	Spell Lock Detect Enemies (force 2)
	Spell Lock Detect Life (force 2)
						(3 points of karma for locks)
2Wildfire 
Initiation Ally
	Winged Serpent Physical Manifestation
	(Maät Guardian Snake)
	Force 3, Sorcery 6


GEAR

	Armored Jacket (Passive Chameleon 4, 5/4 ultratex)

	Camping Gear

	DwarTec Goggles, 270mp memory 
		(gamma induction rig upgrade, skillsoft limit 6)
		Skillsofts
		Military Theory          3
		Negotiation              5
		Psychology               5
		Spanish                  4
		Ute                      5
		(repirator, filter, vmask)
	Fetishes	(bloodstone ring, on neck chain)(for hellblast)
			(crystal penant, on neck chain)(for sleep)
			(mineralized claws, on neck chain)(manaball)
			(minature wooden wands, on neck chain)(urban re)

	Fichetti Security 500 3M2, 
		concealable, 2 x 10 clip and smart link cable.
	(note that any use is a default from a skill or attribute)

	Health Spell Focus Force 5
		(Ancient Snake Fang on neck chain)

	Medicine Lodge Bag Force 12 
	Shirt 

	Silence Sneakers (-1 to target numbers using stealth)

	Spell Locks (woven into shirt)
		Armor
		Increased Attribute Body
		Increased Attribute Charisma
		Increased Attribute Intelligence
		Increased Attribute Quickness
		Increased Attribute Reaction
		Increased Attribute Strength
		Increased Attribute Willpower

	Spirit Ally as sword (Force + Str)M1 (i.e. 8M1)

	Yamaha Rapier, palm lock
		Armored Luggage Bags.


SPELLS  (no karma expended on spells)
        (totem bonuses in parenthesis)

	Health 
	(Totem +4 to all Health Spells) (+4)
	(Force 5 Health Spell Focus) (+5)
	Antidote Deadly Toxin 	D/2	Force 2
	Cure Deadly Disease		D/2	Force 2
	Detox Deadly Toxin		S/1	Force 2
	Heal Moderate Wounds	M/2	Force 1
	Healthy Glow				Force 1
	Increase Attribute +4	D/2	
		Intelligence             Force 1
		Quickness                Force 1
		Reaction                 Force 1
		Body                     Force 1
		Charisma                 Force 1
		Strength                 Force 1
		Willpower                Force 1
	Prophylaxis D Pathogen	D/2	Force 2
	Stabilize				M/1	Force 2
	Treat Deadly Wounds		D/1	Force 3

	Combat 
	(-1 to all spells used in combat)
	Hellblast				D/4	Force 2
		Exclusive (+2) Fetish (+1)    (5)
	Manaball				S/1	Force 5
		Exclusive (+2) Fetish (+1)    (8)
	Sleep				S/1	Force 2
		Exclusive (+2) Fetish (+1)    (5)
	Urban Renewal			M/2	Force 2
		Exclusive (+2) Fetish (+1)    (5)
 
	Other 
	Analyze Device			S/2	Force 2 (+2)(+2)
	Armoring				L/3	Force 2
	Clairvoyance (extended)  S/1	Force 2 (+2)(+2)
	Fashion				L/1	Force 1
	Levitate Person		M/2	Force 2
	Makeover				L/1	Force 1
	Mind Probe			M/1	Force 3 (+2)(+2)
	Physical Mask			L/2	Force 2 (+2)(+2)
	Shapechange			M/3	Force 2  


OTHER

	+4 Dice for Healing, Illusion and Detection Spells
(noted above)
	+4 Dice Conjuring Spirit of Man (City).
	-1 Dice Spells cast during combat.

	Totem strictures:  obsessed with learning secrets, wise 
healer, dwelling in many places, adaptable and confusing.  Wise 
counselor, exacts a price (in karma, to elementals and spirits).

	Initiate:  Spirit Brothers (see Group.009)
		(karma spent on initiation 9 + 10 + 12) (31 total)

	Has four Elementals, one of each type, bound by name.  They 
are:

	RSK!!TH (fire, force 5, 6 karma);
	SSLTHSH (water, force 3, 4 karma); 
	KKQTKK (earth, force 6, 3 karma); 
	HSWWHHS (air, force 5, 12 karma).  

	(all karma has come as payment from those helped who had to 
pay to satisfy the snake totem/initiatory group required price).  
(Note that the character began with the equipment and so had no 
karma price)(Total karma price 31+20+6+39+3) (99)


DICE POOLS

Astral:  24D
Defense: 4D
Dodge:   9D
Hacking: n/a
Magic:   6D

Damage Track
          L       M           S               D
PHYSICAL [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]
MENTAL   [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]

 
Ashes Smolder 

	Decker, Red Eyes, Red Skin, Red Hair
	Human Female 
	Karma	16
	Lifestyle	varies
	Money	12,500


ATTRIBUTES

	Body			3
	Quickness		6
	Strength		3
	Charisma		2
	Intelligence	6
	Willpower		5
	Essence		5.5
	Magic		n/a
	Reaction		6
							(19 points of karma)

SKILLS

	Computer B/R (cyberdeck)   6
	Computer Theo (software)   9
	Computer (software/matrix) 10
	Electronics			  4
	Etiquette(St)			  2 
	Evaluate                  §6
	Firearms				  4
	Interrogation             §3
	Negotiation               §4
	Physical Sci   		  4
	Politcal Theo             §4
	Yamaha Rapier 			  5
							(23 points on skills)

LANGUAGES

	City Speak	3
	Crow	(skillsoft) 5
	English		8
	Japanese		5
	Russian		3
							(15 points on languages)

CYBERWARE

	Datajack
	External Headware 270 (see DwarTec Goggles)
	Headware 30mp

 CONTACTS

	City Official
	Corp Secretary
	Tribal Warrior
	Yakuza Boss


GEAR

	Armor Backpack

	Armor Jacket (5/3)

	DwarTec Banded Goggles) (270mp)
		Datajack (with circuit breaker), voice mask, filter
		Skillsoft Crow			5
		Skillsoft Evaluate       6
		Skillsoft Interrogation	3
		Skillsoft Politcal Theo	4
		Skillsoft Negotiation	3

	Fuschi Cyber-6
		MPCP 9; Hardening 3, Memory 330, Storage 500, load 20
		I/O 30, hitcher jack x 2, vidscreen.  (note the goggles
		and headware for an additional 300 mp of storage).
	 Response Increase 2
	 Persona
		Bod		6
		Evasion	9
		Masking	9
		Sensors	7
	 Utilities
		Attack	9 (90)
		Browse	6 (18)
		Deception	9 (50)
		Decrypt	6 (45)
		Evaluate	6 (30)
		Relocate	6 (30)
		Sleeze   	6 (48)

	Heckler & Koch SMG	5M3
		3 x 22 clips
		1 x 22 clip explosive rounds (+2 staging)
		recoil 2
		hyperlink
		(-3 target numbers)
		(has two more stored in lockers)

	Insecticide bombs (x 6)

	Delux Minor Medkit (bioscience 5) 
		(no filtration, all patchkits)
		three recharge sets
 	Micronics Workshop (note goggles for CPU)

	Slap Patches, full kit

	Ruger Super Warhawk 4M2 4 x 6 cylinders
		integral laser sight
		(also has one stored)

	Yamaha Rapier (with locking sculpted luggage bays)


OTHER

	Travels light and fast.  (57 karma used over base)

	Only minor cosmetic surgery



DICE POOLS

Astral:  6D
Defense: 1D
Dodge:   6D
Hacking: 17D
Magic:   n/a



Damage Track
          L       M           S               D
PHYSICAL [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]
MENTAL   [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]



Equipment Damage Track
          L       M           S               D
DECK     [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]
BIKE     [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]





 

Falling Snow

	Female Physical Initiate, White Fur, Violet Eyes
		Physical Mask Brown Hair, Hazel Eyes (human looking)
	Genesplice White Tiger
	Karma	 5
	Lifestyle	 low/medium
	Money	 7,500¥


ATTRIBUTES

	Body 2 (6)
	Quickness 6 (10)
	Strength 3 (7)
	Charisma 7
	Intelligence 5 (8)
	Willpower 4 (8)
	Essence 7 (gamma induction datajack) 
	Magic  7 (level 1 initiate)
	Reaction 5 (19)
						(21 karma on attributes)

SKILLS

	Atheletics			 6 (++8)
	Biotech				 6 (++3
	Cybertech 			§3 
	Evaluate 				§5
	Physical Science 		§5
	Sorcery				 6
	Stealth				 2 (-+6)
	Unarmed Combat 
		Spurs (specialization)  8 (--+5)
						(28 karma on skills)
						(19 karma on initiations)
LANGUAGES

	City Speak	2 (1 karma)
	Elvish 	    §5
	English		6 (15 karma)
	Latin		8 (centering skill)(base language)
	Portuguese	5 
	Spanish		3 (3 karma)
						(18 karma languages)
CYBERWARE

	Induction jack (gamma) (non-intrusive cyberware equivalent).
	Skillsofts:	Cybertech 3
				Elvish 5
				Evaluate 5
				Physical Science 5 

CONTACTS

	Investigative Reporter
	Rocker
	White Tiger Physical Intiate (buddy)


GEAR

Allied Spirit (initiation ally) 
	native plane, fire.  
	(force 2, sense link, sorcery 6, spells: Armor 1, Physical 
Mask 1, Stabilize 1, Slay HMHVV, +3 Intelligence 1, +4 Quickness 1, 
+4 Reaction 1, +4 Strength 1, +4 Willpower 1, +6 PCS 1)
	(physically manifests as the spurs above)
	(when not physically manifest, looks vaguely crablike)
						(20 points karma)

Dwartec goggles (270mp)
	skillsoft Cybertech 3
	skillsoft Elvish 5
	skillsoft Evaluate 5
	skillsoft Physical Science 5

Medkit (Delux with biotech 6, full filters)
	Armband engineered (size reduction, cost x 1.5)
		two recharge suites (specialized, cost x 1.5)

Quickened Spells
	+4 Body (by Fire Dancing)

Spell Locks (embroidered into ghost dance shirt)
	Armor (6/6)
	+3 Intelligence
	+4 Quickness
	+4 Reaction (also +4d6)
	+4 Strength
	+4 Willpower
	+6 PCS
	Physical Mask 6 (by Fire Dancing -- keeps them linked)
Spell Lock (bonded to spurs)
	Slay HMHVV (force 3, sorcery 6)
	Discharges on touch vs HMHVV infected individuals.
	Attacks the virus, not the individual.

External spurs (Str+Force)M2 (allied spirit manifestation)

Voice Mask, Air Filter mods for Goggles.
						(9 karma for gear)

OTHER
 	Low light eyes, nuisance allergy to sunlight.

	The furry equivilent of the elf assassin.

	Initiate of Falling Fire

	Tightly bonded to Fire Dancing, a shaman.

	Reduced modification human stock genotype for children 
(genesplicing "flaw") -- thus except for mild or nuisance allergy 
to sunlight; +1 Quickness, +1 Essence and Violet eyes -- no other 
genesplice traits will pass to children.


Falling Fire a magical group

Name:  Falling Fire 
Type:  Initiatory (was a conspiracy)
Members:  5+d6
Limitations:  Genesplice Only
              Physical Initiates Only
Strictures:  Fraternity.  Exclusive membership.  Oath.  Moral 
Obligation (to genesplicers).
 	For female physical initiates only, fraternity 
Resources:  street
Customs:  This initiatory group sprang up in the essence breeding 
pools and was part of the forces that freed them.

	Total Karma spent ~124 points

DICE POOLS

Astral:  21D
Defense: 8D
Dodge:   10D
Hacking: n/a
Magic:   6D

Damage Track
          L       M           S               D
PHYSICAL [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]
MENTAL   [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]





 

Rusted Steel

	Mongoose Genesplice Internal Security
	Male, Gray Fur (red/orange tints), Red Eyes 
	Genesplice
	Karma	 18
	Lifestyle	 medium 
	Money	 16,000


ATTRIBUTES
	(all at species limit)

	Body			4
	Quickness		8 (12)
	Strength		3 (7)
	Charisma		5
	Intelligence	6
	Willpower		6
	Essence		4.1
	Magic	n/a
	Reaction		9 (13) (+2d6)
						(26 karma on attributes)

SKILLS

	Car			2
	Computer		1
	Etiquette (cor)4
	Etiquette (str)2
	Firearms		7
	Harley Scorpion3
	Negotiations  §3 
	Plastic Demolitions 4
	Unarmed Combat (claws) 9
	Urban Stealth	5
	Vehicle B/R   §5 
						(42 karma on skills)

LANGUAGES

	City Speak	5
	English		7
	French		3
	Japanese	    §5 
	Latin		1
	Ute		    §5
						(10 karma on languages)

CYBERWARE 

	Datajack (alpha) (-.2 to essence)
	Bioenhancement surgery (beta) (-1.5 to essence) 	Retractable 
Claws (Str/2)L1 (seminatural) (-.2 to essence)
						(9 karma on cyberware)

CONTACTS

	Metahuman Rights Activist
	Merc
	Mr. Johnson


GEAR

	Bugs (6)

	Bug Scanner (4)

	Chemsuit (with filter mask and 30 minute air supply)

	Claymore mines (x20)

	Delux Goggles (300 mp)
		Skillsoft Negotiation 3 
		Skillsoft Japanese 5
		Skillsoft Ute 5
		Skillsoft Vehicle B/R 5 
	(note:  with Delux, may only use one skillsoft at a time)

	DocWagon Gold

	Explosives  (plastic pack)

	Fichetti Pistol; Smartgun Adaptor

	Grenades: smoke x 6; offensive x 8; gas x 30

	Harley Scorpion, palm lock
		Armored Luggage Bags
		Grenade Launcher
		Hardpoint Flechette MG (100 rounds)

	Insecticide Grenades (x 10)

	Lined Coat (4/3) +3 passive chameleon (with hat)

	Medkit, Delux Special (Bioscience 6)
		Three recharge suites

	Quickened Spell  +PCS (Force 9)

	Remington 950 6S2  5 x 5 magazine clips
		Grenade Launcher

	Remington Roomsweeper 3M3; Smartgun Adaptor
		fast switch clips x 3
 	Tripwire sets (x12)

	White Noise Generator (6)
						(9 karma on gear)

OTHER

	A true professional.  Human with genesliced genenginered 
mongoose patterns providing fur, full bio-chem nervous system 
alteration and some misc. changes.  (26+42+10+9+9 or 96 karma 
spent)


DICE POOLS

Astral:  6D
Defense: 9D
Dodge:   12D
Hacking: n/a
Magic:   n/a



Damage Track
          L       M           S               D
PHYSICAL [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]
MENTAL   [  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ][  ]



